
00:01:11 a fire bender holds a ball of fire in his hands 

and shoots it towards the screen

00:01:13 Aang fends the fire with air bending

00:01:16 Shirshu and June walk towards Aang from 

behind

00:01:19 a close-up on Shirshu starting from his 

tongue and a breakdown of different body layers 

00:01:28 Aang, Sokka and Katara stand in front of a 

tall large owl as it stares and speaks to them

00:01:40 the owl flies away

00:01:42 an explosion destroys a house

00:01:44 Aang puts out fire in the market using air 

bending – while a salesman screams facing upwards

00:01:49 Aatara and Zuko fight using water and fire 

bending

00:02:10 Katara encloses Zuko in ice with her water 

bending abilities

00:02:14 Zuko melts the ice and releases a big 

amount of fire covering the screen

00:02:15 fade to black

00:02:17 a burning Omashu is shown with a 

Accenture logo on a flag hanging from a tower

.

00:00:00 Accenture Song Logo appears 

00:00:03 Aang bends air as he stretches his arms

00:00:05 a VFX breakdown slate is shown

00:00:08 a shot of the city of Omashu

00:00:10 a closer look at Omashu

00:00:13 a shot of the bridge that leads to Omashu

00:00:15 the camera flies over Omashu

00:00:18 a VFX wipe transition shows different 

buildings and other elements popping out

00:00:27 a shot of Omashu with Aang flying across 

the screen

00:00:35 Sokka and Katara ride a slide through 

omashu

00:00:38 Sokka and Katara jump from one sleigh 

down to another one and ride furthermore

00:00:45 gates to Omashu revealing the city behind

00:00:48 an Ostrich-horse buggy ride through 

Omashu. a greenscreen wipe reveals the 

background.

00:00:50 a greyshade close-up on the ostrich-horse

00:00:56 an ostrich-horse drinking water

00:01:01 men riding on Ostrich-horse buggys

00:01:08 a burning log falls from the sky in front of 

the men

00:01:09 a man falls from his saddle and the 

Ostriche-horses runs away in panic
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